
 

 

Inclusive Values Report - Internal 
Report Only 
Prepared for Mark and Luke. Please keep confidential 

Background and Context 
This is an update and broadening of a report on some initial research that QI did in the Fall 
of 2018. When QI started preparing for this report, we started from a position that this might 
not be Maya’s area of expertise and therefore she may not be familiar with the nuance of the 
debate and/or language that is considered offensive by the trans community and allies. 
However, in reviewing materials, we came to realize that Maya does know the subject matter 
well and is choosing her words and her arguments to achieve a specific outcome.  
 
QI recognizes that leadership has also discussed this multiple times and have made a 
decision regarding Maya’s future engagement at CGD. As such, this report does not tackle 
the question about whether or not Maya should continue to work with CGD, but rather the 
key question of how to communicate expectations for future conduct with Maya. 
 
At the same time time, QI did review UK’s Equality Act of 2010 in preparation of both the 
training and for this report and wanted to pull out to a few key definitions as part of the 
context. Discrimination is defined in the UK as: “Discrimination means treating a person 
unfairly because of who they are or because they possess certain characteristics. If you 
have been treated differently from other people only because of who you are or because you 
possess certain characteristics, you may have been discriminated against.” Harassment is 
defined as, “Harassment comprises of unwanted behaviour that makes another person feel 
offended, humiliated or intimidated. Unwanted behaviour could include physical gestures, 
abuse, jokes, spoken or written words or offensive emails and expressions. For example – 
male gym members passing sexual comments or telling unwelcome jokes within earshot of a 
female gym member could constitute harassment.” In this case, Maya is arguing that 
transgender women should be treated differently from cisgender women based on physical 
characteristics that they were born with (and may or may not still have.) Specifically, the 
Equality Act was updated to include a broader definition to ensure that transgender 
individuals are included as a protected group; and there are active discussions to further 
broaden the category1. In terms of harassment, staff members from CGD have come 
forward to officially state they are offended by Maya’s written and spoken words. Staff have 
also reported that they found Maya’s comments offensive. 
 

 
1 The Equality Act originally protected individuals who had undergone gender reassignment under the 
supervision of medical staff - i.e. had medically speaking transitioned. The specification of needing to 
be under medical supervision has since been removed. So, right now the Equality Act protects sex 
and gender reassignment (i.e. trans.) https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/advice-and-
guidance/gender-reassignment-discrimination 
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After conducting a broader review of Maya’s online postings, QI  decided to split this report 
into two - one that has a more universal audience (that can include Maya) and one for more 
Mark to use to prepare for conversations with Maya. Based on Maya’s depth of knowledge 
of this topic, we believe that it will be highly counterproductive to discuss any specific tweets 
or comments and engage in a discussion of whether, why or how specific comments are 
disrespectful, contribute to a hostile work environment or are offensive to co-workers 
(explained further below.) 
 
Below, I further outline my findings and recommendations. I also do provide some evidence 
by pulling from specific tweets and comments and provide some context for background 
purposes only.  

Main Findings 
Below, we present our main findings. Later in the document, we present a few additional 
thoughts from analyzing Maya’s writing and verbal comments that additional depth.  
 

● Knowingly engaged in discussion. For this report, I reviewed Maya’s twitter feed 
after the October discussion; explored the Twitter feeds of people she re-tweets, 
looked at organizations she engages with and analyzed her blog article more 
carefully (including in consultation with some external consultants.) 
 
Based on this review, our main finding is that Maya is fully aware that her language 
and arguments are considered by much of society to be offensive. She has people in 
her online community who have been reprimanded at work for making similar 
comments. Maya believes that society is wrong and that her colleagues were being 
wrongfully reprimanded. She sees her colleagues who have been reprimanded as 
heroes in a cause she really believes in. I also reviewed the Twitter feeds of three 
people she follows, engages with and retweets and found similar language those 
feeds as well.2 
 
Overall, she does understand this issue and is making her comments understanding 
the full context of the conversations happening on this topic. 
 
Some specific examples include: 

  
    

        
 

b. Maya re-tweeted a video that uses black and red wording and ominous music 
to argue that transwomen are likely to just be predatory men who change 
their gender identity in order to assault women.  As Cindy wrote in her 
analysis, “In this video, I see timeworn fear-mongering techniques that are 
often used to demonize vulnerable minorities. Engaging with such material 

 
2 Twitter feeds reviewed: https://twitter.com/EvaPoen and https://twitter.com/Docstockk and 
https://twitter.com/GoonerProf 
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 allowed to be uttered on Twitter and many FB groups, gets academics &
 writers noplatformed, complaints to their employer and worse.”
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gave me greater appreciation for why some staff may feel it promotes a 
message and environment that is contrary to CGD's values.” 
 

c. Most tellingly, Maya re-tweeted this open letter penned to an online news 
source, the Conversation. This letter outlines point by point everything  QI 
would have put in a report dissecting Maya’s blog and clarifying what points in 
her blog are discriminatory and/or offensive.  The letter specifically says: 
 

i. “Indeed, we think that it makes a number of claims that are inherently 
transphobic, and that are not backed by any evidence.For instance, 
the article asserts that transwomen are not women (“Transwomen are 
not biologically female.”).” 
 

ii. “The article also presents trans women as sexual predators, using this 
as a justification...Preventing trans people from using facilities 
matching their gender does not have any impact on the rate of sexual 
assault, but has dire consequences for trans people.”  
 

iii. On the issue of trans individuals experiencing less violence, the letter 
says, “We think that this is a false equivalence and an example of 
substandard scholarship.” And then presents evidence to back this up.  
 

iv. The article also says, “Legitimising transphobia by publishing 
scientifically-flawed and misinformed articles negates the right of trans 
people to be treated with dignity and respect. Publishing separate 
articles that support transgender rights does not undo the damage 
caused by publishing a flawed article that actively undermines them. 
Trans people’s humanity is not up for debate.” 
 

The letter is signed by hundreds of scholars and researchers. Again, in our 
analysis, the fact that Maya engaged with this letter demonstrates that she 
understands all the arguments of why her own blog would be considered 
offensive; and recognizes that fellow academics also see a clear difference 
between having a discussion of how to protect one group of people vs. 
making discriminatory statements. 
 
As a final note: Because Twitter posts are so short, many of the individual 
posts were hard to decipher and/or could be seen as part of a legitimate 
discussion. However, we sat down and read her twitter feed in one setting, 
the patterns became clearer.  
 

● Quality of arguments. In every conversation that Quantum Impact has had with 
CGD to date, a major concern of staff and leadership has been about quality 
standards. From this lens, we found that the quality of Maya’s arguments are 
problematic - her blog includes poor citations, use of questionable sources, including 
citing the Daily Beast and weak citations, including pulling information - sometimes 
almost verbatim - from Wikipedia and a general lack of engagement with the 
authentic academic research around LGBTQ studies. When I consulted a colleague 
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who chairs the LGBTQ studies for her university, she was surprised to learn that 
Maya was a researcher, and mentioned that she would be unlikely to seriously 
consider any scholarship coming from Maya’s employer based on the lack of 
academic rigor and weak argument structure from the blog  (note: I did not share 
CGD or Maya’s name in this discussion.)  
 

● Clear lines for office conduct. Although CGD does not yet have an academic 
debate or social media policy that clearly outlines behavior, there are some CGD 
policies in place that can be used in talking to Maya. Here are two concrete steps 
that you can ask Maya to take moving forward:  
 

a. In the email from the CGD staff and in other conversations with London-
based staff, it sounds like Maya may have been handing out pamphlets in the 
office for a rally on the issue of protecting same-sex spaces. CGD should 
clarify for Maya and all staff that such activities can’t happen during work 
hours or on work property, regardless of the issue. This also means staff can’t 
share information about Trump or Brexit rallies (if that’s happening now), but 
it will help make these boundaries clearer. (Side note: even universities limit 
the outside information that professors can bring into work on topics not 
directly related to their research, so this isn’t a big ask.) 
 

b. Maya spoke to Sarah Grausz before the team lunch in London and 
commented and made some specific comments about the sexual orientation 
and preferences of friends, explicit statements about people’s genitalia, etc. 
Although Maya may feel that’s difficult to debate this topic without such 
conversations, CGD’s policy on sexual harassment is clear - no 
conversations about your own or someone else’s sex life; nothing explicit or 
graphic. This is also a situation where silence does not equal consent - just 
because someone doesn’t stop Maya does not mean they are okay with the 
conversation. In order to have such a conversation in the office, Maya would 
need expressed positive consent.  
 

● Organizational Risk Factor. In December, Maya severely criticized and baited a 
well known funder in the global development space. This is a factor for CGD to 
consider as it moves forward. She retweeted a post that said, “Comic Relief, have 
you lost your damn mind?” and criticized them for giving a transwomen an award for 
her work on gender justice. When Comic Relief tweeted a statement affirming their 
values that people have the right to define their own identify, Maya responded with 
“Thats broad! It seems to extend to Rachel Dolzeal and Anthony Lennon's right to 
define themselves as black, Stephonknee Wolscht to define as a 6 year old, and 
Emile Ratelband to identify as a 45 year old.” The thread continues with a strange 
reference to support for Nazis and someone responding to Maya’s posts with, “Well, 
as they are "comics", perhaps it is fitting they have made laughing stocks of 
themselves.” 
 
Having researchers engage with potential funders poses an organizational risk for 
CGD. This particular thread happened on 17 November, so after Luke had already 
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spoken to Maya and she was fully aware of the discussion happening internally at 
CGD.  
 

Recommendations 

 
● Global policy.  This situation requires a global policy from CGD that is universally 

understood and applied. Without it, it’s a slippery slope for CGD - especially if Maya 
and others feel that there is a different standard being applied to men and women, or 
that CGD is championing some social justice issues over others.  
 
As we’ve discussed, this can’t be something a consultant writes because it requires 
leadership - possibly even the board - coming to agreement on how CGD views 
issues around academic freedom and the boundaries for debate. about these issues 
and where they draw the line.  
 
We highly recommend that CGD engage an external facilitator to help structure this 
conversation and ensure that CGD analyzes potential policy decisions from a 
number of different angles (organizational risk, communications, and organizational 
change management best practices.) This should be done either by the senior 
leadership team together; or with a working group developing recommendations that 
are then presented to and actually discussed by senior leadership and the board. 
Ultimately, leadership must have ownership over this policy, as this will have a 
significant impact on organizational culture moving forward.  
 
Side note: We recommend that CGD develop the policy either by doing an open call 
to solicit expressions of interest from individuals interested in working on the 
development of this strategy and then accept whoever applies (within limits); OR, if 
individuals are going to be selected or “tapped on the shoulder” to work on this, then 
I would recommend against Maya being part of the policy formulation.  
 

● Conversation with Maya on nature, not substance. Given how well Maya 
understands the full nature of the discussion she is having, it’s unlikely that her 
opinion on the matter will change and that’s fine (as long as CGD is fine with that). In 
the conversation with Maya, we recommend that you: 
 

a. Are explicit with Maya that you are neither interested or are going to debate 
the issue with her during this conversation or in the future. You have read her 
blog and understand her position. You can choose to let her know your 
personal opinion if you want to, but also don’t have to (and I would 
recommend simply saying that you have your own opinion and will not share 
it at work as well.) Be clear that this is true across the board - in your role as a 
leader for the office, you are also not going to engage long, drawn out 
debates over your opinion on other non-work related topics - for example, you 
will not be forced into disclosing or defending your opinions on topics such as 
car safety protocols or GMO products. In your role as a researcher at CGD, 
you can and will engage with colleagues on issues they are researching at 
work. If Maya chooses to apply for a position on gender-related research if 
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and when that position opens, and gets that position - then she can talk about 
her views in the office in the context of research that is included in her formal 
job description.  
 

b. Let her know that the topic you want to be clear about is that her language 
and her behavior was offensive. You had three independent people look 
through her social media posts and other online materials and all three agree 
that Maya did cross the line into offensive language. You are not interested in 
dissecting each sentence to point out where things were offensive in the 
past3. You are interested in laying out clear guidelines for moving forward.  
 

c. Let her know that CGD investigates every complaint that comes forward. If 
she finds colleagues saying offensive things, she can also bring those 
forward. CGD also protects the rights of people who come forward to issue a 
complaint. Complaints - plural - were logged against her. Maya is not entitled 
to know the names or specifics of those complaints. They were listened to, 
investigated and discussed. Leadership discussions on HR topics are by 
invitation only and staff are not automatically allowed to join. This is part of 
CGD’s approach to having a consistent policy and experience  - meaning 
regardless of the complaint, CGD treats these issues in the same way. These 
formal and informal investigations are of course, confidential, and so staff 
may not know what is happening - but that does not meant that CGD does 
not take each issue seriously.  
 

d. CGD also has a clear no-retaliation/victimisation policy. If Maya feels for any 
reason that any co-worker at all is treating her disrespectfully because of her 
privately held beliefs, she should also report those to HR immediately. 
 

e. The guidelines moving forward are: 
i. Absolutely no passing out materials in the office; no invitations to 

external events in the office unless it’s a one-on-one conversation and 
the person has given consent to speak about the issue; 

ii. No use of exclusionary language in the office or at work-related or 
work-sponsored events (including happy hour) that denies the 
existence of a group of people. For example, “trans women are not 
women” is not something that CGD will allow to be said in the office. 
CGD is not interested as an organization in referring a group of 
people’s existence or recognition, particularly on a topic that CGD 
does not research from a professional standpoint.  

iii. Until a clear social media policy is developed, CGD asks that Maya 
keep the language “all comments and views are my own” clearly 
visible at the top of all her pages for any online presence she 
maintains. Let her know that a social media policy will be developed in 
the future and that all staff and affiliates will be required to follow that. 

 
3 This recommendation is predicated on the assumption that CGD leadership is committed to keeping 
Maya affiliated with CGD. If that changes, QI is happy to provide additional points for consideration.  
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iv. CGD recognizes gender and gender identity. For example, CGD’s 
policy for panels means that a transgender woman will be recognized 
as a women. This policy is not up for debate at this point. Please let 
Maya know that raising this question will not be appreciated or 
entertained by leadership.  

v. If Maya feels that other people are not being held to the same 
standard, she should report that immediately to HR and HR will 
handle the situation.  

vi. At every point, reiterate that this a universal policy and it’s consistently 
applied. If she sees any proof that it is not, she should raise it 
immediately.  
 

● Policies are universal and required. Let Maya know that all CGD staff and affiliated 
individuals have to sign off on all CGD policies and their updates so that she 
understands that some of these topics will not be up for debate at a later point. There 
is no option to “opt out” of a CGD policy. 
 

● Staff assigned to work with Maya. If a staff member wants to opt out of working 
with Maya given her views, they should be allowed to do so without repercussion. 
CGD does not know - nor are they entitled to know - if staff are transgender, if they 
have family or loved ones who are, or any other circumstance that might make it 
impossible for a staff member to work with Maya.  
 

● Let Ombudsperson know. We also recommend that you let the Ombudsperson 
know that there are concerns among staff about a staff member making transphobic 
comments online (without naming names) and that if she gets complaints about the 
topic, that she can let them know that HR has received other notifications. This may 
empower other staff members to come speak to HR or make a more formal 
complaint, and would help maintain confidentiality for everyone. HR should not ask 
the Ombudsperson to tell HR about any cases as that information flow in that 
direction might cause staff to not fully trust the confidentiality of the system in place.  
 

● Any policies on single-sex spaces.  In our last meeting in DC, CGD had 
mentioned that they are exploring building and/or designating gender non-specific 
bathrooms. This is a great idea and will help increase inclusion dramatically - both for 
internal staff and for visitors to events.  
 
Given that staff do have strong opinions, we recommend that CGD discuss any such 
changes with an expert. I recommend Bear Bergman 
(http://www.sbearbergman.com/training-consulting/) who has specifically worked with 
organizations on these issues. 
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Additional Analysis of materials (internal use only) 
I highly recommend against getting into a debate with Maya over if a particular phrase or 
sentence is offensive or violates policy because it will lead into a debate on semantics. But, 
for internal purposes only, here are my findings: 
 

● Argument itself is offensive. Maya’s main argument that transgender women are not 
women is at baseline offensive because it seeks to eliminate the existence of a group 
of people. Maya knows that a substantial percentage of people in the US and the UK 
recognize that her comments are offensive based on her tweets.  For example, 
Another tweet says “orgs increasingly view it as too controversial to state that sex is 
defined by biology.” This is just one demonstration of tweets where she has shown 
that she knows this is a controversial topic and that organizations are increasingly 
protecting gender identity, not just sex. This demonstrates again that she understand 
the context well and this is not a case of being misinformed or misspeaking.  
 

● False equivalency. Maya makes a few arguments that have false equivalencies that 
are problematic: 

○ Women have always been women until recently. That is false. There is plenty 
of proof that gender non-binary individuals have always existed. This is not a 
“new phenomenon” even if our societal understanding and vocabulary is only 
starting to catch-up.  
 

○ You can’t pick race. Maya argues on her Twitter account that if someone 
can’t pick their race, why can they pick their gender identity. That’s also a 
false equivalency. People don’t pick their gender - they are born with the 
gender identity, sexual orientation, etc that they are. Because of the rules that 
society imposes, individuals go through a process of self-discovery and so 
their expression of their gender identity may change over time. In speaking to 
an expert on transgender issues, the expert said the closer analogy is if a 
child of color was adopted by a white family and told for years they were 
white until they saw their adoption papers and realized they were a person of 
color. Who they are didn’t change, just their understanding of who they are. 
 

○ Fear mongering. Much of Maya’s arguments are centered on using fear as a 
tactic - she has posted videos, articles, etc that claim that if women-only 
spaces allow transgender individuals, then men will more easily be able to 
sexually assault women. Using fear in this manner is not the way to have a 
respectful discussion on any topic (to understand why, use a race example in 
the same way.) 
 

● Saying vs. doing. Much of Maya’s online posts and blog article and in-person 
comments suggest that she’s interested in having a discussion about these issues. 
However, the way she structures statements doesn’t actually invite discussion. She 
does not pose questions, she does not invite in other viewpoints, etc. The profesor I 
consulted with said the arguments in Maya’s blog “are structured to elicit a strong 
negative response, and that’s what it does.”  
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○ The valid points of discussion would be things like: given the need to provide 
safe spaces for transgender and cisgender individuals, how do we create 
better safe spaces for everyone? Given how vital statistics and data are for 
keeping in place laws written to address historical inequities faced by women, 
how can we collect data better?  
 

● In person, Maya has argued that the law is on her side. For example, she said that 
CEDAW recognizes women based on sex so we all have to. Maya again and again 
says that because laws around the world don’t necessary fully recognize and protect 
transgender individuals, that CGD cannot either. That’s just not true. CGD is a 
private organization and can do essentially what it wants. The definitions and 
requirements of CEDAW or any other international or national convention place 
floors, not ceilings on protecting basic human rights. Maya has also argued that the 
Equality Act in the UK does protect sex. It also explicitly protects transgender 
individuals.  
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